mzXML to a true XML format (mzML) eliminates embedded indexing schemes; consequently, extracted files are compromised in both content and access efficiency 1, 3 .
Based on similarities in data structure and access patterns, we suggest that fields such as astronomy are better models for proteomics data analysis (Fig. 1) . These fields also rely on common file formats but typically use binary standards such as HDF (http://www.hdf group.org/) or netCDF 4 . In contrast, the commercial nature of mass spectrometry has led to the evolution of proprietary binary file formats. In light of these observations, we propose that a common and redistributable application programming interface (API) is a more viable approach to data access in mass spectrometry. In effect, we propose to shift the burden of standards compliance to the manufacturers' existing data-access libraries.
Although our proposal for abstraction through a common API is a clear departure from current attempts to define a universal file format, it is by no means unique within the broader scientific community. For example, standardized APIs have enabled the development of portable applications in such diverse areas as computer graphics (OpenGL; http://www.opengl.org/) and parallel processing (message passing interface, MPI; http://www-unix. mcs.anl.gov/mpi/). More importantly, we believe that a common API will benefit all stakeholders. For example, free redistribution of compiled, vendor-supplied dynamically linked libraries will protect the proprietary layout of native files and provide users with direct and flexible access to data system-specific and instrument-specific functionality, which are typically ignored by lowest common denominator export routines. In addition, mzAPI naturally supports US Food and Drug Administration's regulatory requirements for electronic records (http://www.fda.gov/ ora/compliance_ref/Part11/). Finally, a community-driven API standard will facilitate manufacturer support of UNIX, in addition to Windows, by highlighting the subset of procedures, from each data system (Thermo Fisher's Xcalibur, Applied Biosystems-SCIEX's Analyst and others), which need to be ported.
clinical data, providing a platform to present these data in an integrated system for cancer researchers and the broader scientific community. The utility of this browser is not limited to cancer-related data. As genome-wide high-throughput data become more available, we expect such tools to be increasingly important in disease research. 
mzAPI: a new strategy for efficiently sharing mass spectrometry data
To the Editor: The call for data-access standards in mass spectrometry-based proteomics has led to proposals focused on the extraction of native data to XML-based formats 1,2 . Although self-describing and human-readable formats are laudable goals, particularly for archival purposes, they are not well-suited to large numeric datasets. Consequently, whereas metadata in mzML (ref.
2) remain humanreadable, the vast majority of the file is devoted to a hexadecimal representation of the mass spectra. Moreover, the transition from 
